swingo 455 B BMS

Operating Guideline

1. Unplug cable of battery
charger, then plug red
battery cut-off plug into the
machine

2. Fill solution tank with clean
water
Or: use the J-Flex system to
fill the tank with cleaning
solution.

3. Dose cleaning product into
dosing aid and pour into the
grey fresh water tank.

4. Mount squeegee:
position pockets of the
squeegee exactly under the
squeegee holder and push
holder down

5. Position tool(s) carefully
under lifted brush unit

6. Switch on machine with the
button on the display –
press button for 3 seconds

7. Lower brush unit with the
foot pedal.
Briefly pull the operating
lever for brush drive to
allow coupling of tool

8. Lower squeegee by
pushing down the foot
pedal

9. Start vacuum motor and
solution supply (press
orange buttons)

10. Adjust solution flow with the
light blue lever on the left
side of the machine

11. Clean the floor.
After that switch off the
machine wirth the key
switch.

12. Drain recovery tank with the
draining hose, then drain
the solution tank with the
hose on the back-side of
the machine

13. Rinse the recovery tank
with fresh water. To do so it
can be removed from the
machine

14. Clean the floater and the
yellow dirt sieve

15. Clean solution filter

16. Lift brush unit and remove
tool by turning anti-clockwise, clean tools and allow
to air dry

17. Remove and clean
squeegee

18. Wipe machine with moist
cloth

19. Flip the yellow dirt sieve
and store the machine with
partially open lid for
ventilation (lid rests on the
yellow dirt sieve)

20. Unplug the red battery cutoff plug, then plug in the
cable of the battery charger

“ECO” button: lowers the suction
motor for use in noise sensitive
area.

ATTENTION! Do not use the machine before you have read and understood the Instructions of use

